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ROBERT W. SCOTT, OF BABYLON, NEW YORK, ASSIGNOR TO SCOTT AND WILLIAMS, INC,
OF NEW YORK, N. Y., A. CORPORATION OF IMASSACHUSETTS,

RIBBED-FABRIC-HOSIERY-KNITTING ACHINE,
Application filed May 9, 1922. Serial No. 559,506.

This invention relates to knitting ma

A general object of the invention is to

chines adapted to knit ribbed fabric or combine devices for automatic coordination
for the above purposes, and within the se-plain,
fabric,ribbed-fabric
or articles ofand
hosiery
contain vere
ing both
plain-fabric
conditions set by limitations of space
5 arts side by side, or end to end, or both; as, and necessity for non-interference between
or example, to knit by continuous circula the Several agencies of a machine of the au
tory or oscillatory operations a seamless tomatic circular stocking-knitting type, so
stocking having a ribbed leg with a Welt, that the new devices shall still f capable
and portions, for example the instep, and of correct, reliable and automatic perform
0. sole, of conjoined ribbed and plain fabric.
ance of all of the old as well as of the new
One object of the invention is to provide functions reaching the objects above men
a machine having all of the customary plain tioned, and thus be adapted to turn out
fabric stocking-knitting appliances, such as products of uniform excellence with a mini
usually employed in knitting the leg, heel, mum of attention by the operator.
5 foot and toe portions of a stocking, with
The invention utilizes some of the instru O
devices also capable of knitting a segment sments of m prior application Serial No.
of the tube, or all of the tube, of ribbed 461,195, filed April 14, 1921, for rib-knitting
fabric, and adapted, by the automatic Op. by the operation of a complementary pair
eration of the machine, to knit an article of of Series of knitting instruments; provides
20 hosiery having portions all of plain fab means for actuating these parts in a differ 5
ric, or partly of rib and partly of plain fab ent Way for the present purposes, and pro
ric or all of plain fabric; or successively of vides a web-holder mechanism adapte to
each of these fabrics; and capable of mak cooperate differently with respective seg
ing loose courses and tubular welts at places ments of the needles and fabric being made
25 in the fabric, and of knitting separately by for the purpose of aiding the knitting and
a continuous operation a succession of arti cast-off functions, replacing the fabric take
cles containing as features portions of the up usual in rib-knittin machines, and
respective fabrics, or any of them, each ar adapted for the purpose of knitting in sepa
ticle being complete, in the case of stockings, rate succession partly ribbed and partly
30 except for the closure of the toe-seam, and plain hosiery according to the present diss
closure. I do not herein claim the invents,
certain optional treatments of the Welt.
tion
common to my said
application and
Other objects of the invention are to pro
. .
vide for the improved manufacture of this disclosure.
ribbed-leg and ribbed-instep stockings, to These devices are combined with means
35 rovide means for the improved passage adapted to the new devices for automatical
EY lain to ribbed fabric, for the in ly adjusting the machine to accommodate its
proved formation of tubular welts at the new and old agencies to the successive dif
end of a stocking knit from toe to top, and E. parts of its product, as these are pro
to produce improved partly-ribbed and
40 partly-plain articles of hosiery without re
The invention will now be ex lained in
sorting to transfer of loops from one needle connection with a specific embodiment ar
to another. Still further objects of the in ranged to knit ribbed-instep and ribbed-leg
vention are to provide improved means for stockings from toe to top and shown in the
selvaging and for tucking, to provide in accompanying drawings, in which
proved means for maintaining upon the fab Fig. 1 is a right side elevation of the ma 100
ric formed by the machine and in respect chine, parts being insection;
.
to the instruments used a sufficient tension Fig. 2 is an elevation partly ia section on
CeO.

50

.

.. .

. .

Y

for the most effective operation; to provide the line 2-2 of Fig.1, on an enlarged scale;
Fig. 3 is an elevation on an enlarged scale
means for severally operating different seg showing
two-part dial needles prefered to
ments of the knitting and tensioning instru
ments at different times; and to provide by be used in the dial; . . . . .
changes of stitch-length, of yarn and other Figs. 3 and 3 are sections on line 3-3
wise for the production of stockings hav and 3-3 of Fig. 3; i.

ing well-shaped parts of appropriate tex
ture.

Fig. 4 is an elevation showing the pre
ferred kinds of cylinder needles;
a

05
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Fig. 5 is a development of the cylinder
cams showing paths taken by certain of the
needles;
- . .
Fig. 6 is a plan insection through the dial
cams showing the preferred relation of the
dial cams to the cylinder cams by compari
son with Fig. 5;

The advantages in general of the machine
of this invention will best be understood by
reference to one product capable of manu
facture on it. Stockings for winter or sport
ing wear, or for children, are most satis
factory when made of ribbed fabric, which
combines elastic properties insuring com

70

. s.
and a good fit with an excellent ap
Fig. 7 is a detailplan partly in section on fort
.
the line 7-7 of Fig.2 showing the dial cap pearance.
Referring
now
to
Figs.
24 to 27, these illus 75.
10 and operating connections, the latch ring,
a preferred product and certain steps
the yarn, feeding fingers and the yarn sev trate
in the art or method of producing it, not
ering and clamping means;

Fig. 8 is an enlarged exterior develop
ment of a part of the dial verge, the fabric
tensioning fins or ribs on the dial, the cylin
der and dial needles, and the web holders;
Fig. 9 and Fig.10 are respectively en
larged elevations of plain web holders and
of tensioning web holders;
20
Fig. 11 is an enlarged detail of Fig. 2 in

section illustrating a preferred construction
at Fig.
the verge
the above
dial; the bed plate and
12 is aofplan
cylinder cams, showing the needle pickers,
25 the switch and dividing cams, the auxiliary

needle raising and depressing cams, and the
operating connections for these parts;
Fig. 13 is an enlarged elevation partly in

section online if of Fig. 12, showing
means for operating the bottom center cam;

Fig.14 is a rear side elevation; Fig.15 a.
plan; and Fig. 16 an under plan of the
web-holder cam cap;
. ', '
Figs. 17, 18 and 19 are respectively sec
tions on the lines 17-17, 18-18 and 19-19
of Fig.15;
. .
ry
Fig. 20 is a detail right side elevation on
a reduced scale of the connections for rais
ing and lowering the dial and for working
one of the web holder cams;
.
Fig. 21 is a comparative diagram illus
trating the relations to each other of parts
of the means for raising and lowering the
dial and parts of the mechanism for operat
45. ing the dial cams;

herein claimed, for explanation of the re
sults and advantages of this machine. As
shown, the stocking l, Fig. 24, comprises a 80
seamless foot having the usual plain fabric
toet, a plain fabric ring it next to the toe;
a plain fabric sole S and ribbed instep p,
(which may have any desired number of
Wales proportionally to the total number 85

of Wales anywhere in the product); the
usual heel h, and a short section of plain
fabric h’ above the heel.
The leg L is of rib knitting, preferably of
uniform pattern such as 2-and-1 or 4-and-1, 90
and at the junctures r and r* between ribbed
and plain a sharp line of demarcation free
from holes, of strong fabric and of attrac
tive appearance, is secured by a structure
presently explained. The legis preferably
fashioned at the calf by predetermined va
riation in the length of stitch, and the up
per end of the stocking is provided with a
welt Wof plain fabric of desired length, 00
ending in a section W of ribbed fabric,
Fig. 26, which may, if desired, be sewed

to insure durability on the line up?-w?,
w°-w, or both.
In some cases, where a turned welt of .
ribbed fabric only is desired, the plain 105
fabric welt W made by the automatic opera

tion of the machine may be very short to
serve only as a guide for use in applying the
inturned upper end of the leg L, at the pre
determined length fixed by the machine

i 22 is a diagram plan showing the re placed welt, to the pins of a looper, in order
lations
of the different kinds of operating to sew down a portion of the inturned upper.
butts of the knitting and fabric-tensioning end of the ribbed leg to form the wolt.
instruments;

50

55

60

..

Fig. 23 is a diagram elevation of a portion
of the instruments of the machine and of
the fabric illustrating the relations of the
different
instruments to the fabric;
Fig. 24 is a diagram elevation of a stock
in illustrating one typical product;
25 is a detail showing the stocking

When this is done, the machine-made welt
W may be raveled away or cut off after
sewing. Whichever way of finishing the
fabric is resorted to, the machine automat
ically predetermines the length, the stitch
length, the kind of yarn, and all other fea
tures of the structure made.

-

foot
as delivered by the machine,
before
looping;
. . .. .
Fig.26 is an enlarged longitudinal sec
tion through the top of the leg and the welt
of the stocking shown in Fig.24; and
Fig.27 is an enlarged outside or face
view diagram of the fabric at the junctures

Referring now to Fig. 25, in the preferred
operation the stocking is begun by first
forming a selvage 8 on the bare needles, for
instance by the method explained in my re
issued Patent No. 13,752, June 16, 1914, and
by then making looper's rounds of plain
fabric
before beginning the toe.
The ribbed fabric beginning respectively

the areas 27 and 27 of Fig. 24.

wales a', ar", a' etc. Fig. 27, which may be

of plain and ribbed knitting, for instance at
W

1 l)

20

at the structures r and r includes added

30
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produced by causing dial needles a b to jacks 380 actuated by a cam 366, adapted to
enter the spaces between any desired recur lift them out of a depression 40, beneath the
rent pairs of cylinder needles n. To make normal level 41, at which their latches are
the structures r and r this entrance is in not cleared of the previous loop, to a level
enough to reach an advancing cam to
respect to and to take loops 2 in courses , high
r', into which the loops of tucked (accumu cause them to clear their latches. The upper
lated-loop) partial courses r, are de surfaces of the respective stitch-cams 360,
tained to be cast off with the knit loops r" 361, lift and clear the latches of all needles

O

5

20

of the courses 7, r. The tucked loops are
independent in number, in the parts of the
course containing them, of the number of
rib wales a etc., but preferably are in such
number as to occur always in one or the
other of the Wales flanking that containing
an initial dial loop 2. The leg of a loop r"
thus always extends across the eyelet-hole
which would otherwise be formed.
For forming the Selvage 8, alterna
needles of one of the two series, cylinder
and dial, are arranged to be active and in
active, the remainder being ever-active. The
tuck stitches in the demarking structures 7'

and rare formed on these occasionally active
needles.

25

The machine generally.-Referring to
Figs. 1, 2 and 5, the machine frame parts
B, etc., the drive-shaft 32, and geared con
nections 30, 31 and g, g,33, 7, g, g, g”g',
respectively for driving in unison, the cylin
der 260, the dial-spindled and dial D con
centric with the cylinder and rotatable in a

bearing d of bracket A on the latch-guard
ring 550, may all be substantially like the
prior machines. The ring 550, dial D, and

45

reaching them.

e

m

The drum 120 is moved intermittently, at

5

times by steps corresponding to successive
passages by certain points of the cam-ring of
the long-butt or the short-butt segments of
needles, as in my prior patented machines,
and at these points respectively operating 8
cams 4, 25 are movable (by appropriate con
nections, presently mentioned, to cams on
said drum) toward and from the needle
cylinder in stages, to permit their partial
insertion during passage of the short-butts, 85
to first operate the leading long-butt needles,
and to permit complete insertion before pas
sage of the short-butts. Their withdrawal
is in similar stages, to last operate the fol t
lowing end of the long butt segment. The
dividing cam 4, Fig. 5, is operated in con
junction with a movable bottom center cam
9 for the purpose of determining whether
the needles without jacks shall pass above
cam 360 and be active, or shallidly pass
beneath the leading and following stitch
cams; or shall pass under the leading cam
361 and be elevated by cam 9 to take yarn
at times and for purposes again referred to
below. Needles with jacks 380 are ever OO
active and always pass the cams 360, 361 in
operative relation, except those with the long
and medium butts, which pass above the
switch cam 415 and top center cam 357
during reciprocatory knitting, as usual.
105
Other needle cams presently mentioned
are operated from the continually but inter
mittently advanced primary chain C, which

their attachments are pivoted at 552, and
may be lifted away from relation to the
other parts, all, for example, as shown, in
my prior Patent No. 1282,958, dated October
20, 1918.
,
- - - -: The means for operating the shaft 32, the
pattern-drum. 120 and its driving connec:
tions 121, 122, 123; the cam-shaft 80 and
its attachments, the primary pattern chain
C, Fig. 1, and the thrust-bars 460 serving initiates motion of shaft 80 and drum 120.
as operating connections to parts controlled The times of all operations are thus related
by drum 120 may be substantially those of to motions of chain C; of drum 120; of shaft

80, or their attachments, as induced by the
.
The needles of the cylinder 260 may be primary pattern chain C.
divided into a longer-butt segment (which The needle cylinder is vertically movable
may include certain medium-butt needles in respect to the dial D, the latch-ring 550
presently mentioned) for the instep, and a and cam-ring 271 for the purpose of alter
short-bitt segment for the heel and toe, and ing the relation of the cylinder and dial,
for heel and toe knitting may cooperate with and also for altering the relation of the
automatic yarn-changing means F, with the limits of the vertical stroke of the cylinder
switch-can 415, the narrowing pickers 650 needles to the knocking-over line at the verge
and widening picker 680, the cam-ring 27, of the cylinder. This line is determined by
and the knitting cams 357, 360,361, Fig. 5, an upper surface of web-holders, presently
in the known way, to knit hosiery articles mentioned, working between the needles, and
with narrowed and widened heels and toes. bearing on an attachment of the cylinder.
The cylinder needles may be any desired The effect of lowering the cylinder is to
type of needles, shown as latch needles n, lower the web-holders and relatively to raise
Fig. 4. having long butts n', short butts in, the top and bottom limits of the motion of
and medium butts in. Recurrent needles the needles in respect to the web-holders.
among these, shown as alternate needles, are Means for automatically raising and lower

O

the prior art.

60

65

ever-active needles, and are provided with ing the cylinder preferably comprise a lever

120

25

O

4.
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pivoted on the frame stud 450, and having shown
a welt. andThepreferred
dial needles,
(Figs. 3 and
22)
are two-part
needles,
the parts a, b, severally having longer butts

arms 281 and 286 respectively contacting
with cams on drum 120 and with a lug on a
tube 280, upon which the bottom bearing for
cylinder 260 rests, all as well known.

a' and b', or shorter butts a and b, and
having hooks facing each other, and ar
ranged and adapted to operate according 70

Motion of the needle cylinder vertically
is made use of in connection with changeable. I Patent No. 1,385,929, dated July 26,
positions of the dial, for purposes explained The cylinder needles, referring now to
below,
well dial.-The
as for the usual
F's
Figs. 5 and 6, are the primary needles, bein 75
The asneedle
dial D,
see Figs. fed
O
with yarn prior to passing the E.
2, 8 and 11, is rigidly attached to the dial
spindled, is radially grooved at d for its plane y, y, of said figures, and knitting at
lower apex of cam 361. The dial needles
knitting instruments, and is peripherally the
when active secondarily receive yarn from

grooved at d to define a narrow circular
verged an appropriate short distance con
centrically within the space defined by the
backs of the cylinder needles n. The bot
tom surface of the dial slopes upwardly at
d to define the narrow verged. There may
20 be in the dial as many grooves d as there
are cylinder needles n, or any divisor of
this number. The relative rotative posi
tions of cylinder and dial are such as to
bring the dial grooves d into the radial
planes between the grooves for the cylinder
needles. The under side of the dial is
grooved to leave integral partitions or fins d'
in the radial planes of the cylinder needles,
preferably all the cylinder needles, as shown
in Fig. 8. As shown, there are half as many
dial needles as there are alternate ever-active
cylinder needles (those provided with
jacks), and the rib-pattern is four-and-one.
If the intervening empty dial grooves d
were provided with needles, the pattern

15

would be two-and-one. The needle-dial, the

needles, their operating cam-cap and yarn
severing and guiding means carried by the

cam-cap are provided with raising and low
ering means automatically operating to ad
just the position of the dial at times, as
presently to be mentioned.
The pattern of rib, whether the same all
around the stocking or different in different
segments, is controlled by the position and

the cylinder needles, and knit at the radial 80
plane f--y of said figures after the cylin
der stitch has been cast off.
The web-holders.-The cylinder is pro
vided with a web-holder bed 295 and web
holders of two kinds, no and w” Figs. 9 and
10, one web-holder working or lying in a
radial plane between every pair of the nee
dles n (Fig. 8) and directly under such dial
needes as may be placed in the grooves di.
In planes between the places of the respec
tive adjacent web-holders, and preferably in
the radial planes of the cylinder E.
the under surface of the ial is provided
with downwardly projecting fins or parti
tions d, Figs. 2, 8 and 11, which may be 95
integral thin pieces of metal left between
radial grooves d milled in the lower face of
the dial, and each having a beveled outer
face and smooth lower edges. These fins
thus lie between the positions of the web 00
holders w and w”, Figs. 2, 8 and 11.
Some of the web-holders are plain web
holders such as shown at up, Fig. 9, havin
upper arms recessed at up, below the leve 105
ad' of the throats under the hooks up which

prevent rise of the fabric with the needles.

Otherwise the web-holders w are of any
desired type, but preferably are each pro

vided with an upper arm o', a parallel lower
arm w" having a straight bottom o', and lo
relative number of the dial needles, which have uniform short and broad operating
may be varied within any arrangement per butts w, and a notch w” for a spring ban
. . . .
mitted by the number of grooves in the dial. w", Fig. 2.
As explained below, the dial needles are: The function of the web-holders no is that 115
arranged to be automatically operated in usual in the art, the fabric being held down
such away as to be held idle, to make knit by the hooks, w" against rising with the nee
dle and the knocking-over line being estab
ting movements, to retire and hold loops, lished
in respect to the level up of a web
or to be retired empty and remain retired;
holder
slightly withdrawn in respect to the
these operations are effected so as to involve
either a selected series, a segment or seg downgoing needle. The web-holders at are 120
ments only of the dial needles, for making E. recurrently among the other web
ribbed-fabric, and plainfabric segments side olders was frequently as necessary to pro
by side; or to involve all of the dial needles, vide a web-holder w between each face wale
an this to make ribbed fabric all around of the fabric, except between those face- les
the tube being knit; or to make plain fabric wales flanking the position of a rib-wale.
all around the circle on the cylinder needles At these places a web-holder no? is placed.
only, the dial necdles then being idle and The web-holders w are tensioning web
disengaged from the fabric, or to retire holders, which have the arms no. 5, the
while engaging a loop or bight of yarn, hold-down hooks w', the upper surface oil,
during operation of the cylinder, to make and the band notches co, said are in at least

1641,554

two series having respectively different op
erating means, for instance, short operating
butts w and long operating butts w',
which series may correspond to differen
tiated segments of the dial-needles which
are to be operated independently. The in
ward end of the arm up is EE ser
rated or provided with forwardly and up
wardly
projecting points w, preferably ex
0. tending above the surface wand arranged
in rounding relation about the end of the
upper armw, and adapted on the forward
stroke of the web-holder from an abnor
mally retracted position, under certain cir
cumstances, to engage the face surface of

inward position, they will exert a full ten
sioning effect upon the fabric engaged by
their serrated ends.
Inward throw of the tensioning web hold
ers o? is preferably the function of a single
spring-pressed cam adjustable to vary the
maximum tension, and acting equally upon
all of the butts of the tensioning web-hold
ers 0.
For the purpose of knitting at will plain
tubular fabric, fabric ribbed all around, and
ribbed-fabric and plain-fabric segments of
the same tubular fabric side by side, this
invention provides means by which the nor
mal
web-holder function in respect to the 80
a back or rib wale and feed forward the lain fabric can be maintained and provides
fabric extending from the region of the or a proper and different tension in the
surace up within and over the end of the

arm up, and to release the fabric on the
rearward stroke. That is to say, this action
takes place when the fabric is properly pre
sented to the tensioning web-holders w.
This occurs when the dial is low or the cyl

inder
is high, so that the partitions or fins
d on the dial then serve to force the fabric

downward over each of the web-holders o'

and into certain engagement with its fabric
feeding serrations ag. Figure 2 shows the

3)

dial at the preferred position for tensioning
the
fabricthebymaking
the action
of web
holders
w”.
During
of
plain
fabric,
during
welting, and during reciprocating knitting

for hesisls and toes, the dial may be in a rel
atively high position, and during such times
the tensioning web-holders o have normal
motions only, and perform the usual func

ribbed fabric whatever its segmental extent
to insure the correct operation of the needles
to form the ribbed fabric. . The machine
shown is therefore arranged to operate the
described tensioning web-holders in segments
corresponding to and variable with the num
ber
of active
dial needles
at any time;
for
example,
to maintain
rib-knitting
tension
on the instep segment, a normal web-holder
action on the sole segment, and to provide
rib-knitting tension all around the tube dur
ing knitting of the ankle and leg. The pre
ferred way of doing this is to control the
withdrawing motion of the tensioning web
holders conformably to the number and
place of the active dial needles at any time.
By confining the fabric tensioning means
to instruments associated with the needles,
severally and automatically controlled, I am

00

tions only in relation to the fabric knit on able to form partly ribbed and partly plaim

the adjacent cylinder needles. The web
holders up having the longer butts o' may
be placed in the instep segment of the needle
circle, to correspond to the series of dial
needles having the longer butts a, b, Fig.
22, for the particular uses of the machine
shown.
45 During the formation of fabric ribbed in
one segment and plain in another segment,
the tensioning web-holeers up may operate
as normal web-holders in the plain fabric
segment,
and be given their tensioning move
50
ment in the ribbed-fabric segment, the pre
ferred arrangement for this purpose com
prising means for acting differently on the
different series of these tensioning web
holders. When the dial is lowered, and the
55 web-holders
w” have a normal short move
ment, the serrations o' will engage the back
or dial needle-wales of the rib fabric, or the
corresponding sinker wales of plain fabric,
() and feed it inward and downward as it
any in Ore
grows, but without exerting an
marked tension than that customary for the
web-holders used with cylinder needles for

fabric without any of the disadvantages of
placing the whole knit web under length 05
wise tension; and I am also able to vary the
tension on one part of the web, as compared
with another part simultaneously being knit
I thus provide for knitting every part of
articles produced in separate succession
under the best conditions for accurate op 110
eration of the knitting instruments proper;
strains on the yarn are avoided; and suitable
tension is secured for knocking over or com
pleting both the ribbed and the plain fabric
stitches during wide variation of the stitch 5

length
article. for fashioning the stocking or other
The web-holder actuating devices-Re

ferring now to Figs. 1, 2, 9,10 and 14 to 19
inclusive, the usual grooved web-holder bed
295 fast on the needle cylinder 260 has a
running bearing within a depending flange
of the web-holder, cam cap300, which is
restrained against rotation with the cylin

der in each direction by the usual stops 302,
Fig. 1, and is further provided (Figs. 14 to
19) with a relatively shallow concentric
plain fabric knitting. But upon withdraw groove 301 wide enough to take over the
ing abnormally any of the web-lolders v. broad
up of the plain web-holders'o,
and again advancing them to their normal and tobutts
permit radial play of these web-hold

30
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the cam against the wall of the cam-cap.
ers inwardly to a point sufficient to main When
the function and movement of the
tain the hooks d'against the yarn of the
web-holders
is normal, for plain fabric, the
last course knit. The band no holds the
operation
of
cam 312 is merely to advance.
web-holders in this position with sufficient these web-holders
to their normal inward
tension to Event centrifugal outthrow of limit, and provision
for pity with
the web-holders. At a segment of the cap
300 wide enough to include the down-going drawing this cam when its special function
or knitting phase of the motion of the cyl is not called for is therefore avoided.
inder
needles at cams 360 or 361, the groove When knitting reciprocally it is desirable
O 301 is widened outwardly at 303, and oppo to operate the tensioning web-holders on the 75
back stroke as well as the forward stroke;
site this widened place a fixed outthrow cam this
may be provided for by employing a
304, preferably hardened, and stepped at
cam 316 pivoted at 317 in slot 308 above cam
305 on its upper face, is suitably fastened. 306,
and having an adjustable limit stop 318
The lain WEE vo' at the end of their
5 withdrawal by cam 304 are positively driven extended downwardly to be acted on by 80
plate spring 319, and adapted to be with
inward by relatively thin adjustably fixed drawn
during round and round knitting by
cams 306, 307, mounted in horizontal slots
308, 309 cut through the cam cap, and act a link 134 to the pattern devices, presently
ing on the butt ends of the web-holders no. mentioned. If not withdrawn, this can
20 Cam 307 is active in the direction of round would needlessly stress the fabric at web
v.
and-round knitting, and inserts the web holders
The tensioning effect of any of the web
holders moved by it immediately after the holders
/w’ being dependent upon whether
recession of the cylinder needles to their it has been
abnormally, before
lowest point at cam 361, Fig. 5, for the usual reaching the withdrawn
25 web-holder function. .
cam 312, the inventin includes 90
The tensioning web-holders w” are inde means for acting on all or some only of
pendently controlled. Having butts vo", these web-holders to predetermine abnormal
o' respectively higher and narrower than withdrawal of selected members only or all
the buttsu of the web-holders w', the cap of the series of web-holders o'. As shown,
30 300 may be provided with any desired sys butts up, w8 of two different lengths only
sufficient for making the stocking of
tem of grooves and cams. at a higher level are
Fig. 24, the longer-butt web-holders bein
than the cams for the butts w for differ placed,
see Figs. 22 and 23, to correspon
ently directing the butts w, v' within the
the instep p, and the shorter-butt web 00
radial limits of the groove 301 or its en to
largements. As shown, the cap is provided holders being placed in the remainder of
with a groove 310 deeper and narrower than the circle; but any different arrangement of
the groove 301 to accommodate the butts of these web-holders and further differentiation
their butts may be resorted to for other
the tensioning web-holders. This groove of
has a minimum radius preferably the same purposes within the invention. To actu 05
40 as that of the groove 301, and the inward ate these web-holders, a pattern-controlled
withdrawing cam 325, Figs. 14, 15, 16 and
faces of the web-holder butts are all the 18,
is the preferred instrument.
same radial distance from their hooks up, Having
regard to the lack of space above
so that the inward limit of throw of both
kinds of web-holders is the same. But the the web-holder cap 300, the lost motion in 0.
length of the tensioning web-holders up a rotary sense of this cap, and the narrow
from their hooks up to their outer ends is space between the web-holder butts and the
less than that of the plain web-holders, and needles, I prefer to construct and operate
the tensioning web-holders are thus capable the can 325 as follows: An opening 326 is
of being withdrawn outwardly without con formed, see. Figs. 16 and 18, through the
tact with the cams for the plain web-holders upper surface of the web-holder-cam-cap
communicating with the groove 310. In
to
an abnormal
distance,
the inpurpose
of 800
this
opening the cam 325 is arranged for
seizing
by the points
w for
fabric
position
vertical motion into and out of contact with
to be so seized. Reinsertion of an abnor the
butts w and with the butts wit of the
mally withdrawn web-holder w” now ten
w”, the lowermost position of 20
sions the fabric between the points up and , Web-holders
the
cam
325
being limited by the step 305
the needles.
the withdrawing cam 304.
All of the tensioning web-holderso may be in The
preferred means for mounting find
reinserted in common when normally or ab operating
the cam 325 comprises an arcuate
normally withdrawn by a moyable cam held segment
327 of spring metal (see Figs. 14 25
inwardly against an adjustable stop by a
predetermined spring pressure. As shown and 15) extending around substantially half
such a cam 312 is pivoted at 313 in slot 309 of the upper surface of the cam cap 300
at a level above the cam 307 and acted upon to which it is attached by screws 328, 328.
spring segment 327 is bent upwardly
by an adjustable spring plunger 815 to hold This
an adjustable eccentric limit stop 314 on from points near the screws 328 to provide a 30
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flat portion 329 normally raised above the 122 worked by this cam, having a vertical 65
upper surface of the cap 300 and having operating connection 125.
cam 325 mounted on its under side by the The connection 125 passes up behind the
screws 330. The flat portion 329 of the drum 120 to a link 126 pivoted to the con
spring 327 is provided with an outwardly nection 125 and to the latch ring pivot post
extending lug 331 of greater angular extent 401. The upper end of the connection 125 is 70
than the usual lost motion movement of the provided with an adjustable piece 127 talk
ing under a lever 128 pivoted at 129 in the
cap 300.
Any suitable means for depressing the fore-and-aft slot 130, see Fig. 2, formed in .
cam 325 automatically may be provided; for the gear-casing B' forming a part of the 75
instance, referring now to Figs. 1 and 20, bracket A attached to the latch ring 550.
one of the thrust bars 460 comprising the The lever 128 thus stands between the up

ward extension of the dial spindled and the
gear g forming a part of its driving train.
The dial spindle is splined at 7 to slide 80
through and rotate with the gear g, and is
provided with an arm di held to a bearing
upon the upper end of the dial spindle d
by a cap d'fastened through a bore in the
arind to the dial spindled. The arm dis
carries a downwardly extending adjustment 85
screw di lying above the lever 128, and is
also provided with a steadying connection
d' extending through a hole in bracket A to
the dial cap D’ presently mentioned. These
arrangements are such that up and down. 90.
motion of the rear end of the lever 128 will
move the dial (and the dial cap resting upon
its upper face) vertically through the de
sired small distances, in time with the rotary
motions of shaft 80 and the gear 122. The 95
vertical motions of the cylinder 260, con
trolled through the lever 281 and the drum
120, are thus coordinated with the means for
vertically positioning the dial.
Cam 80 may have as shown high parts 00
80, 80°, 80 respectively corresponding to
high positions of the dial for the plain-fab
ric knitting at the selvage, looper's rounds,
the toe, the toe part of the foot; at the heel; OS
and at the welt. The intervening low parts
80°, 80, 80s respectively position the dial in
a low position for the partly ribbed and .
partly plain tube for the instep and sole;
for the partly ribbed and partly plain ankle t
section, the ankle and leg; and for the
ribbed fabric following the welt.
In some cases, as when it is desirable to
change yarns during the leg to compensate
for the increased stitch-length and higher
positions of the needle cylinder cause to :15
fashion the calf of the leg, and for other

pattern operated connections from the drum
120 is provided with an adjustable actuator
332 having an inward projection resting
above the lug 331. Downward movement
of the thrust bar 460 by its relatively heavy
E; 333 will depress the spring 327 and
the cam 325 to the extent determined by the
operating cam (such as 325, Fig. 13) for

that bar 460 on the drum 120. This cam
may, according to the product, have a por
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tione corresponding in height to the idle
portion, a portion e' to the partly depressed
position, and a portion e” to the fully de
pressed position of cam 325, and correspond
ing in angular extent to the length of the
plain, the partly-ribbed-and-party-plain,

and the all-around-ribbed parts .of the fab
. . Whenever the actuator 332 is elevated to
the position shown in Figs. 1 and 20, for in
stance, the cam 325 is withdrawn by the
spring 327, and all of the web-holders are
normally actuated. Whenever the cam 325
ric, respectively.

is depressed through a part of its useful
freedom of motion, it first contacts with the
leading high butt w of the series of web
holders w and then abnormally withdraws
each of the high butt web-holders w”.
When resting against the step 305, at its
lowest position, the cam 325 acts upon and
withdraws all of the web-holders o”. The
stages of motion downward of cam 325 are
timed, by the usual devices for moving
drum 120, to take place just prior to pas
sage of the leading long butt and the lead
ing short butt dial needle. The cap 300
may be cut away at 324, Figs. 15 and 16, to
permit the abnormal outward movement of
the web-holders.
Means for giving related motions to the
cylinder and dial and the web holders may
be provided as follows:
eferring now to Figs. 1, 2, 20 and 21,
vertical motions of the dial may be secured
by any convenient automatic connection
under control of pattern surfaces of the
machine,
such as a can on or rotating in
unison with the main camshaft 80. A

purposes, the dial may be lifted to better
accommodate
the thicker fabric made by
the heavier yarn, the higher position of the
needle cylinder and web-holders. Segment

80 of the cam 80 may have a higher place
80, Fig. 21, for this purpose.
The connection 125 also works the bell
crank lever 133 to operate the link 134 for
preferred connection for this purpose com moving a cam 316 on the web-holder can
prises an appropriate cam 80", Fig. 20, at cap, Figs. 15 and 16, to advance the web
tached to the face of the gear 122 on the holders for reciprocal heel and toe knit
end of the shaft 80 and an appropriate lever ting. This arrangement is such as to en
w

20
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able the dial to be positioned as desired by
motions of connections 125 through an
upper range of its movements; and to en

planey) during that position of the rising
cylinder needle which most relaxes draft
upon the course of yarn and during tension

low position for rib knitting.
Dial needle motions.--For rib knitting,
when the dial needles are operative as sec
ondary needles, as preferred, to knit in the
() radial planey, Figs. 5 and 6, following, in
the rotation of the machine, the radial plane
k at which the cylinder needles knit, the
dial needles are supplied with yarn by the

tension on the fabric by the tensioning web
holders o' is transmitted from their rela
tively remote serrated ends, is measured by
the spring pressure at cam 312, and is ex

able the connection 134 to be pulled upon to on the fabric due to web-holders up and
withdraw cam 316 when the dial is in its w", which have now been reinserted. The

70

erted in the wales corresponding to the dial

5

needles.

The recession of the dial needles to the

point indicated in Fig. 2, just within the
dial verged, would not be sufficient to cast
runs
of
yarn
lying
between
the
hooks
of
the
15 cylinder needles, and the rib or backwales off the previous loop if the dial needles were
a, a”, a, etc. : Figs. 23 and 27, knit by the any of the kinds of needles customarily em
dial needles, are formed of these runs of ployed. But outward motion of the points
baided by the tension on the fabric of the
yarn.
Preferred means for giving the dial nee tensioning web-holders w?, now lifts the
20 dles their motions will be understood by ref loops of the needle parts a, the advance of
erence to Figs. 2, 6 and 7. The dial cam the point member b releasing the loops and
cap D, held against rotation by the post dropping them on to the new loops.
di, carries cam rings d defining between This loop-lifting and cast-off movement
them a broad concentric groove d". Mov of the members b is effected by the outthrow
25 able knitting cams are interposed in this surface 11 of cam 10 (Fig. 6).
groove, and certain fixed cam margins of The dial needle parts a and b are now
this groove cooperate with the interposed returned to their idle position by the cam
slopes 10 and 10 respectively (Fig. 6).
C8S.
The
movable
knitting
cams
may
comprise
The cams 10, 12 and 13 of the knitting
30 the cam 13, for advancing the hook parts a can group are suitably, and by preference
of the needles, the cam 12 for advancing the adjustably, mounted together for motion on
point parts b of the needles, and the cam 10, dial D toward and from the needles; for
which operates on both the hook member instance on a carrier block 615, Fig. 7, hav
a
and the point-member b of the dial needles. ing holes guided on vertical pins 616 and
35 The dial cams may also include a fixed sepa 618 on dial cap D", and also having a hous
ing 617 over pin 618 for a spring taking
rator cam 14.
When the respective butts of the part a of against the top of pin 618. The dial cap is
the needle and the part b travel concentri cut through at d to permit the cams car
cally in the broad grooved, the dial needles ried by the block 615 to enter into contact
are in their idle or welting position illus with the needle butts, whenever the hous
g 617 is pushed down by the inner end of
trated in Fig. 2.
Preparatory to receiving new yarn, both a lever 613, pivoted at 612 to a bracket 620
needle members are advanced, respectively attached, for instance, to the latch ring 550.
by
the cams 12 and 13, and the last previous The lever 613 is operated by suitable cams
45 dial loop, the fabric being restrained from such as 120, Fig. 21, on drum 120, and the
following by the web-holders, will have thrust bar 461, the upper end of which takes
slipped up upon the shank of the hook mem ES a pin 529 eccentrically mounted for
bera, and thus will be in position to be en adjustment at the outer end of the lever 613
tered from without and lifted by the point (Figs. 1 and 7).
b1 of the member b. The member b is now . When block 615 is depressed only so far
retracted for the purpose of taking this loop as to engage its cams with the longer butt
on the point b. This movement is effected series of the needles a b, the dial needles are
by the fixed withdrawing incline 15. The entered and operated in a corresponding
hook a of the part a of the needle is now segment only of the fabric.
exposed to receive yarn, which is accom 'WE further depressed, all of the dial
plished by the descent of the cylinder nee needles are operated. When withdrawn
after knitting, all of the dial needles are
dles with the new yarn in their hooks.
This secondary feeding takes place be left in the position of Fig. 2, and the dial
loops are retained for welting or other pur
tween the planes y and k, Fig. 5, so that poses.
0.
e the needle part a upon further recession,
. . draws the dial loop subsequently to knock When, as explained above, it is desirable
to lift the dial, during rib knitting, for
ing-over of the cylinder loop, and during example
by the segment 80h of cam 80, Fig.
rise of the cylinder needles between k and
y. The inward motion of the needle part a 21, the inward end of lever 613 is prefer

is completed at the apex of cam 10 (at ably ified to avoid motion of the dial knit

80.
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ting cams in respect to dial cap D, which vage 8, and subsequent fabric may be made
rises with the 'dial. This is provided for by as desired. Cam 4, see Figs. 1 and 5, may
providing a step 120 in cam 120 fog the bar be, like similar cams of my prior patents, the
462 to a lower level conforming in angular inner end of a slide, worked by a horizontal
position to the effective position of the seg lever 24 from a cann 23 on a thrust-bar 46

O

Cylinder-needle operating devices-Re
ferring to Figs. 24 to 27 and Fig. 5, the sel

00

ment 80 on cam 80'.

moved by cams on drum 120 in proper time
Yarn feed means. The machine is pro with passage by it of certain segments of the
vided with usual yarn-feeding means for a needles.
stocking
knitting machine, including a se I utilize the devices referred to combined
0 ries of pattern-controlled yarn feed guide
with other devices, for the purpose of mak 75
fingers F adapted to be lowered into opera ing the eyelet-hole-closing and ribbed-fabric
tive position as shown at the left of the se demarking courses r and r, Figs. 24 and 27,
,
ries in Fig. 7, and raised to inoperative posi by a tucking operation.
tion. One or more of these yarn guides may The lower center cam 9 which is common
be arranged to be actuated for splicing or ly fixed, is in this case pivoted at 7 (Figs. 80
other auxiliary yarn supply, and any of them 5, 12 and 13) and is provided with a pin 9
may be worked for yarn changing by the extending through a hole in the cam cylinder
usual expedients. Except when splicing, the 271 to engage the forked inner end of an ac
yarn withdrawn from knitting is thrown tuator 20 adjustably fastened by screws 22
above the upper surface of the dial cap D', to a thrust bar 460. When bar 460 is low
upon which it is taken under the clamp ered, cam 9 is positioned, as shown in Fig.
member c and is severed by the shears c', 5, across the path of needle butts depressed
the clamp and severing means being appro by cam 4 to pass under cam 360, and these
priately operated by the lever 611 and one of
whichpasshave
not cleared
the thrust bars 460. In order to prevent the needles,
vious loops,
up cam
9 to taketheir
yarn,pre
in 90
withdrawn yarns from passing above the addition to their previous loop, from any
cam carrier block 615, the preferred struc finger F which may be in operative position.
ture includes a spur 615 projecting radially Although those needles then travel down
from the block 615.
cam 361, they do not knit, not having cleared.
3)
The usual brush latch-opener 425, Fig. 5, is But on the next course, if not again de
preferably employed, and the machine may Eised by cam 4, the old loop rand the
be driven through automatic speed-changing ight r" (Fig. 27) of yarn so received are
power connections.
both cast off on the yarn loop normally taken
5

l,

vages by which the fabric is begun on the
bare needles, the last stocking having been
cast off. may be made aceording to my said
reissued Patent No. 13,752 by feeding an ini
tial yarn from one of the yarn-fingers F.
first to ever-active recurrent cylinder needles
only, the remainder being inactive, and then
normally actuating and feeding all of the
cylinder needles. For this purpose the di
viding cam 4, Fig. 5, is caused to enter in
two stages, depressing in turn below the lead
ing stitch cam 360 all of the long and short
butt series of needles not provided with
jacks 380. Jacks 380 operate, at cam 366 to
lift their ever-active needles back to the nor
mal path above cam 360. The depressed
needles without jacks travel below the nor
mal (dotted-line) position of lower center

cam 9 and rejoin the other needles under cam

361. Cam 4 is then withdrawn to run off the

end of the long butt series (with which the
nedium butt needles n° are included). If
the yarn finger Fentered its yarn just be
fore the last long butt needle passed it, the
60 cam
4 being in, the yarn will now have been
fed to all of the needles with jacks, and will
be held inward at the places of the interven
ing needles by the action of the web-holders.
On the next course, cam 4 being withdrawn,
all of the needles knit, thus forming the sel

in course r".

Cam 9, when tilted as shown in Fig. 5,
functions normally for needles passing over

cam 360 and under cam 357 in round and
round knitting, and need be in its normal
position only when needles depressed by cam
4 must pass the yarn feed guides without
taking yarn, e.g., for the selvages, and dur
ing heel and toe knitting. A suitable cam 21
on drum 120, Fig. 13, lifts the bar 460 to
restore cam 9 to its normal position after

the special function is performed. Cam 4
is operated to cause the jackless needles to
tuck during so many courses or such parts of
courses as it is effective to depress these
needles. The preferred structure detains the
loops ' during one subsequent course only.
Normal operation of the cam 4 to produce
a single course containing the tuck stitches
such as the courses r, r of Fig. 27 will
therefore be occasioned by a motion of drum
120, acting through the thrust bar 461 and
the cam 23 to insert the cam 4 to first oper
ate the longer butt needles, to then operate
the shorter butt segment of needles and to
run off the last needle of the long butt seg
ment on its second passage. In order to
confine the combined effect of the cams 4 and
9 to a single course or to a segment only of a
single course the cam 25 is arranged for co
action with the needles to advance the lead
ing longer butt needle and those following
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collar 205 on an actuating thrust rod 206.
above the reach of the cam 4. For instance, aThis
rod passes upward through a hole in
if the cam 25 is inserted after entrance of

cam 4 during the passage of the short butt
needles, the cam 4 being active, the effect of
the cam 4 would be confined to the long butt
needles previously actuated and the short
butt needles, and cam 4 can thereafter be
withdrawn out of reach of the short butts at
any time after a single whole revolution.
10
But if it is desired to tuck only on some
segment of the needles selected by their
butts, for example to tuck on the long butt
needles in only, this can be accomplished in
the following way:
The inward motion of the cam 4 is con
fined by a suitable operating cam on the
drum 120 to contact with the longer butt
segment of needles in only. The combined
effect of the cams 4 and 9 is now only upon
20 the segment of needles n, corresponding to
the dial needles having the longer butts a
and b. Motion inward of the cam 4 to this
extent may therefore be employed to make
the demarking structure r at the beginning
of the ribbed fabric for the instep of the
stocking.
When it is desired to knit the demarking
structure on the complemental segment of
needles, for instance on the short butt needles
n” and the intermediate butt needles n, this
is accomplished by the combined action of
the cams 25 and 4, these cams being posi
tioned together inwardly so that the cam 25
encounters the longer butts and raises them
out of the reach of the cam 4, which, during
their passage, is positioned all the way in to
encounter the medium and shorter butt
needles, and cause those among them with
out
the jacks 380 to pass up the cam 9 and
40 take the yarn without having cleared. It
will be apparent that the selection of any
series of needles having differentiated butts,
e.g. of the medium butt needles n, is easily
accomplished by this combination of de

the bed plate B and is provided with a collar
207 having a finger 208, Fig. 12, bearing ec
centrically on an arm 208 of the short shaft
209 on which the picker 680 is pivoted, and
forming part of its universal motion mount
ing. Upon depression of the shaft 206 the

picker 680 is made active in the usual way
for the usual stocking knitting purposes.
The lower end of the thrust rod 206 is piv
oted at 210 (Fig. 1) to a lever 211 pivoted
at 124 and having one end in contact with
cams on the drum 120; this part of the de
scribed connections may be relied upon to
drop the rod 206 to actuate the picker con
trolling connections 207, 208, 209, at the

proper time. This will be permitted by the
absence of any lug 203 on the chain C which
might retain the rocker 201 in its upward
position. The downward motion of the
thrust bar 206 may be induced by cams on
drum 120 (not shown) in two stages, for the
purpose of operating the switch cam 415
during the first part of its descent and oper
ating the picker 680 during the last part of

having an arm 417 over the upper end of the
rod 206. Shaft 416 is provided with a pin
418 in the cam slot 419, for the usual pur
poses. When heel and toe knitting is over
the long butt instep needles which have been
raised by the cam 415 are returned to their
normal position by elevating the rod 206 by
the connection 210, 211 and 120.
For the purpose of operating the cam 25
the rocker 201, etc., is now relied upon to
move the thrust bar 206 further upward, and

60

65

operate the cam 25, the switch cam 415, and
the widening picker 680 (all active at about
this general time), from the same connec
tions, which can have different positions for
these respective purposes.
Referring to Fig. 1, on the stud shaft 200
a rocker 201 having an arm 202 standing
over the position of lugs 203 on the left hand
side of the mutable-link pattern chain C is

9)

3.

f

this motion is transmitted to the cam 25 as
by a connection preferably comprising an
arm 420 on the shaft 416, a horizontal rocker

referring now to Figs. 1 and 12, I prefer to
operate the cam 25 from the primary pat Upward motions of the thrust rod 206 by
tern chain C rather than from the main pat the rocker 201 and the lug 203 are permitted
tern drum 120. For the specific purpose of by the connection 210, 211, which is merely
its normal actuating cams.
making the product illustrated in Figs. 24 lifted away tofrom
insure that the needles travel
and 27, activity of the cam 25 follows shortly onIntheorder
ledge 41, for their accurate selection
after the knitting of heels and toes, and for
this and other reasons it is convenient to

80

its descent. As usual the switch cam 415
is mounted to rotate with a short shaft 416

lever 421 pivoted at 422, Fig. 12, and taking
under a depending pin 423 on an arm 424
pivoted at 42 upon which arm the cam 25
vices. . . . .
In order to coordinate the motions of the is mounted. A spring 426 tends to keep the
cam 25 with the motions of the cam 4, and E. 424 inwardly against the rocker lever

55

7.

by the cams 4 and 25, or in order to adjust
the amount of yarn respectively in the cylin
der and in the dial wale of the fabric, or
inplace
order
to depress the needles to provide a
for the operation of a stop-motion de
tector, not shown, I prefer in some cases to
arrange for depression of all of the cylinder
needles
to a less extent than for knitting
after both sets of needles have knit. The
preferred means for this purpose is cam 8,

provided with forked arm 204 taking under Figs. 5 and 12, on arm 18 pivoted at 18,

)
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held inward by a spring 18°, and moved out the knitting cams with the longer butt series
ward by a rocker lever 18 pivoted between of dial needles only. Thee needles enter
its ends and operated by a connection 139 into course in Fig. 27 and each of them
to a vertical operating lever 140, Fig. 1, takes an initial loop 2, and the instep pand
which is pivoted on the stud shaft 450, and sole S is knit with the parts in this adjust
has its lower end on the path of cams of ment.
drum 120. The connection 139 is operated During the preceding operations the web
to remove the cam 8 during heel and toe holder-withdrawing cam 325 (Figs. 14 to
knittug.
18) has been in its upper idle position, and

Operation.-In knitting stockings, the
operation is from toe to top. Assuming the
machine to be running and the needles to be
bare of any yarn, the needle dial to be in its
lowest position, and the yarn fingers F to
be elevated, their yarns being held under the
clamp c and ready for reinsertion, the opera
tion begins by the motion inward of cam 4
(Fig. 5) first to encounter the long butt
needles, and then by a motion during their
passage to its inward position to move all
of the needles. Cam 9 is in its normal upper
position. The dial needles are retracted to
their welt position, Fig. 2, the needles with
the jacks 380 are taking their normal knit
ting path, and the needles without jacks are
passing below the cams 360, 9 and 361. A
yarn finger F is now dropped into opera
tive
position before and near the passage of
the following end of the long butt needles,
and the cam 4 is moved outwardly to run off
the end of the long butt series at its next
passage, whereupon all of the needles will
take yarn for a second course and subsequent
COUSEeS. Enough fabric is thus knit on all
of the needles to provide the loopers' rounds
r, Fig. 25.
A motion of the drum 120 now operates
the lever 281 to make a loose course by rais
ing the needle cylinder and web holders dur
ing one revolution, and the further motion
of the pattern shaft 80 shifts the actuating
elements of the machine to reciprocal mo
tion, lowers the cam 415 to switch the long
butt and medium butt needles above the
stitch cams, and the machine knits the toe
pockett as usual, the narrowing pickers 650
diminishing the series of active needles. A
short motion of the drum 120 now puts the
widening pickers 680 into action, and a
further motion of the shaft 80 causes the
machine to resume rotation, the switch cam
415 to be lifted to swifchdown the long and
medium butt needles, and a change of yarn
to be effected if desired. The machine now
knits the usual ring of fabric t' following
the toe for a few rounds.
The next motion of the pattern mech
anism drops the lower center cam 9, inserts
calm 8, and inserts the can 4 to position
to act on the long butt needles only, where
upon the demarking structure r is made on

all of the web holders have been normally
actuated. This cann 325 is now moved down
ward by its operating connection to abnor
mally withdraw only thore web holders w?
having the longer butts w. On the com
pletion of enough partly ribbed and partly
plain fabric for the foot, the knitting mo
tion is changed to reciprocation, the switch
cam 415 is lowered and simultaneously the
dial needles are retired by motion upward
of the block 615, with the effect of retaining
the dial loops; the web holder cam 325 is
lifted out of action, the dial is raised co
ordinately with the upward motion of the

1)
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instep segment of cylinder needles at cam
making plain fabric stocking.
At the end of the lheel the dial is lowered,
the cam 325 is again placed in position to
act on the high butts w8 of the web holders
w°, and the dial cams are rendered active
by again depressing the block 615 coinci
dently with resumption of rotary motion of
the needle cylinder and dial. In this condi

415, and the heel is then knit as usual in

tion the machine is operated to make the
section of plain fabric h' above the heel and
to continue ribbing at the instep segment.
It will be observed that the instep sec
tion p of the fabric may be as much less
than half of the circumference of the tube
knit as desired, the medium butt needles n°
occupying spaces intervening between the
ends of the short but heel and toe knitting
needles and the position of the ribbing nee
dles. This provision enables the foot p, S,
to be made narrow, the added rib wales be
ing comparatively few in number, and their
tendency to increase the width of the fabric
being compensated for by the relatively
larger segment of plain fabric knit on the
short butt and medium butt needles, and of
course, with a short stitch as governed by
the vertical position of the needle cylinder
at this time.
r
The machine is now ready to begin knit
ting rib fabric all around the leg. and for
this purpose the cam 25 is moved in to lift
the long butt needles over the dividing can
4; cam 4 is moved in and cam 9 positioned
to carry down and tuck on the medium and
short butt needles, and for the next course
cams 25, 4 and 9 are taken out of the way,
the long butt segment of cylinder needles, to knit on all the cylinder needles; the dial
and cam 4 is removed.
- cams carried by block 615 and the web
Dial D now descends to its lower position. holder cam 325 are moved downwardly to

The cam block 615 is moved down to engage their extreme position, respectively to op
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erate all of the dial needles and to properly
tension the ribbed fabric all around the tube.
Knitting now proceeds with a short stitch
for the ankle, with a gradually increasin
stitch for the calf of the leg, and if desire
with a change or changes to heavier yarns,
as explained above. When sufficient fabric
has been knit for the upper part of the leg,
the dial needle cams are then withdrawn up
ward to retire the dial needles to their welt
ing position while the cylinder needles con
tinue to operate for about two courses; web
holder cam 325 is retired; and the dial is
then moved upward preferably in steps cor
responding to intervals of one or two courses,
the growth of the welt fabric permitting this
motion without strain.
When sufficient plain fabric W for the
welt has been knit the dial is again lowered,
the dial needles are placed in action by low
ering the block 615, the tensioning web
holders are placed in action and enough fab
ric, for instance from five to ten courses, is
knit to form the rib fabric section Wi.
The completed stocking is now cast off by
lifting out the yarn finger F last in action,
the yarn is clamped and cut, and the ma
chine runs empty during several revolutions,
the dial being slightly raised for a new op
eration during this idle motion.

5()
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matic machine of instrumentalities for these

purposes, the invention provides a way of

placing the ribbed fabric under appropriate
tension for the kind of knitting, even when 7
the production is a plain fabric on one side
of the machine and a ribbed fabrie on the

other side.
What I claim is:

1. A knitting machine having therein a

series of needles and means cooperating with
them to knit the face wales of an article of

hosiery comprising a fabric of face wales
augmented by accretions of back or ribbing
Wales, in combination with a second series of
needles and means for operating upon them
to knit the back or ribbing wales, and with
means for causing segments of the second
series of needles severally to enter into oper
ation, in succession, and with means coopera
ating with the entering segments of needles
to maintain a different tension on the corre
sponding segment of the fabric from that
maintained on the remainder of the fabric.

2. An automatic knitting machine of the
kind having two cooperating series of needles
and means for knitting thereon tubular arti
cles partly ribbed and partly plain, having
therein means for producing articles in sep
arate Succession by knitting begun on the
It will be observed that the described ma bare needles by forming a selvage and ended
chine comprises means for knitting an ar by pressing of the fabric, in combination
ticle of hosiery partly of ribbed and partly with means for beginning knitting on seg
of plain fabric, this article being charac ments of said series of needles a ribbed fab
part of one circumferential segment of
terized by a constant number of face wales ric
throughout the fabric, those portions of the the article at a point a predetermined dis
from Said Selvage and plain fabric
length containing ribbed fabric having aii tance
augmented number of wales, the additions for a complementary segment, in combina
being comprised of Wales from one or more tion with means for causing an additional
segments of introduced dial needles, and fur segment of one series of said needles to co
ther characterized by the presence in the ar operate with the other series after knitting
ticle of hosiery of two or more places of in a predetermined length of fabric, whereby
troduction of the introduced back or rib

45

and permitting the combination in an auto

Wales. In other words, the machine includes
means for knitting an article of hosiery of a
relatively constant number of wales made on

continuously active needles (except as some
of them may be differently employed for
Selvaging or tucking) and means for causing

to enter into rib knitting cooperation with
the constant number of needles, first one and
then another segment of ribbing needles.
The means provided for the performance of
these functions thus permit plain fabric cir
cular knitting, followed by circular knitting
ribbed in one segment and plain in another
Segment, and in turn followed by circular
fabric ribbed throughout the circumference

to knit ribbed fabric for another segment,
of the article, and means for changing the
tension on the knit loops corresponding to
the segments of ribbed fabric when knitting
ribbed fabric begins.
3. An automatic stocking knitting ma
chine
of the kind having therein two cooper
ating Series of needles and means for knit
ting thereon heels, and toes, and having
therein in combination means for beginning

knitting ribbed fabric for one circumferen

8)
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tial segment only of the stocking at a pre
determined place, and pattern operated
means for knitting ribbed fabric for another
Segment of the stocking at another predeter
mined place.in the length of the stocking
of the tube; and these dispositions are such and in relation to said heels and toes and 125
as to permit the plain parts of the product with segmental series of tensioning web
to be provided with fashioned pockets for holders and means for operating these in
heel
and toe, and such as to permit the auto Segments corresponding to the ribbed knit
natic making and fastening down of a welt ting.
following rib knitting. Concomitantly with - 4. An automatic stocking knitting ma 30
the provision of the above mentioned means, chine having therein two cooperating series
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of needles and means for knitting thereon by to knit a tubular fabric having ribbed

heels and toes, means for knitting ribbed and plain fabric side by side, means for
fabric for one circumferential segment of knitting ribbed fabric in longitudinal con
the stocking and plain fabric for a comple tinuation of the plain fabric, and means op
mentary segment beginning at a predeter erating on the means for forming a starting 70
mined place, and means for knitting ribbed Selvage for forming a demarking and eyelet
fabric for another circumferential segment hole closing structure at the beginning of
of the stocking beginning at another prede the ribbed fabric parts.
termined place in the length of the stocking, 8. In a knitting machine, the combination
O in combination with means for maintaining of a series of needles and carriers therefor
tensions on the fabric severally different for with a series of web-holders, means for sup
the ribbed and the plain portions.
porting and operating the web-holders for
5. An automatic stocking knitting ma cooperation with the needles of one of said
chine having therein cylinder and dial Series, means for advancing and withdraw
5 needle carriers, means for rotating and os ing the web-holders with respect to said 80
cillating said carriers, two cooperating series needles, and means for predetermining an
of needles respectively in said carriers and abnormal withdrawing motion of a segment
means for knitting thereon seamless tubular of the series of web-holders only for the
stockings partly ribbed and partly plain, purpose
of tensioning fabric containing
20 with heel and toe pockets in the plain fabric Wales knit by a segment of the other series
parts knit on one of said series of needles of needles.
only, and having means for knitting the 9. In a knitting machine, the combination
stockings in separate succession by knitting of a series of needles and carriers therefor,
begun on the bare needles at the toe end of a series of web-holders, recurrent members
25 each stocking, and ended by pressing off the of which are tensioning web-holders, means 90
fabric, in combination with means for in for supporting the web-holders, means for
troducing into coaction with the series of normally advancing and withdrawing the
needles for knitting the plain fabric at pre web-holders with respect to said needles,
determined places in the fabric first one and and means for predetermining an abnormal
i) then another segment of the other series of withdrawing motion severally of different
needles comprising needle operating cams segments of said recurrent members of the
for the dial needles movable into and out series of web-holders in respect to the needles
of contact with segments of said needles in with which they are associated.
a direction crosswise of the direction of op 10. A knitting machine having therein, in . 100
erative motion of said needles.
a series of needles, a series of
6. An automatic stocking knitting ma combination,
plain Web-holders, a series of tensioning
chine of the kind having therein two co web-holders intercalated among the plain
operating series of needles and means for web-holders, means differentiating one seg
knitting thereon seamless tubular stockings ment of the tensioning web-holders from an
4) partly ribbed and partly plain, with heel other segment, and means for severally oper
and toe pockets in the plain fabric parts ating the series of plain web-holders and one
knit on one of said series of needles only, or more segments of the tensioning web
and having therein in combination means holders severally to cause said segments re
for knitting the stockings in separate suc spectively to tension or not to tension.
cession by knitting begun on the bare needles 11. A knitting machine having therein, in lii
at the toe end of each stocking, and ended combination, a series of needles, a series of
by pressing off the fabric, means for intro plain web-holders, a series of tensioning
ducing into coaction with the series of web-holders intercalated among the plain
needles for knitting the plain fabric at pre web-holders, means differentiating one seg 5
50 determined places in the fabric first one and
ment of the tensioning web-holders from an
then another segment of the other series other segment, a cam cap and cams thereon,
of needles, and means for tensioning the and means for operating the series of plain
forming fabric of the several segments dif web-holders, and a movable cam on said cam
ferently during the operation of the intro cap
for severally operating one or more seg 2)
duced series of needles.
ments of the tensioning web-holders.
7. A knitting machine having therein 12. In a knitting machine, the combina
needle carriers and series of needles respec tion of series of needles and carriers there
tively in said carriers capable of coaction for, web-holders, means for supporting and
for rib knitting, means to form a starting operating the web-holders for cooperation
60
selvage on the bare needles, each series com with the needles, means for advancing and
prising segmental series of needles, in com withdrawing the web-holders with respect to
bination with means acting to operate a seg said needles, and means for predetermining
ment of one series of the needles for plain an abnormal withdrawing action of certain
knitting and simultaneously to operate seg of
the web-holders only in respect to the
ments of both series for rib knitting, where needles with which they are associated com 30

4.
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prising a cam movable into and out of co
operative relation severally with different
segments of the web-holders.
13. In a knitting machine, the combina
tion of a series of needles, a series of web
holders, means acting on all of the web
holders to advance them through a normal
distance, and means for abnormally with
drawing and again advancing certain of
said web-holders recurring in said series, in
combination with means for confining the
abnormal motion of withdrawal to one or
more segments only of said recurrent mem
bers of said series.
14. A knitting machine having needles

ting machines, the combination of web-hold
ers having short broad butts, web-holders
having longer and narrow butts, and web
holders having narrow and still longer butts
With a cam-cap having a broad, shaliow cam
groove and narrow, deep cam-groove, where
by the narrower butts may be given advanc
ing and withdrawing movements within the
width of the broad, shallow groove without
necessitating similar movement of the broad
er butt web-holders.
19. In a web-holder mechanism for a knit

5

ting machine, the combination with a web
holder cam-cap having a withdrawing cam
thereon of a movable cam for abnormal SO
and web-holders in intercalated series dif withdrawal of web-holders actuated thereby
ferentiated from each other in three or more mounted on the cam-cap for motion at an
to the direction of motion of said web
series, in combination with web-holder oper angle
holders, and adapted to move the web-hold
ating cams adapted to advance all of the er's
engaged thereby further outward than
web-holders, a web-holder cam adapted
to withdraw all of the web-holders normal said withdrawing cam.
20. In a web-holder mechanism for a knit.
ly, means adapted to withdraw a different ting
machine, the combination with a web
number of one class of the differentiated
holder cam-cap having a withdrawing cam 90
web-holders according to the adjustment of thereon
of a movable cam for abnormal
said means, and automatic devices for ad withdrawal
actuated thereby
justing said means to control the operation mounted on oftheweb-holders
cam-cap for motion at an
of the web-holders.
angle to the direction of motion of said web
15. In a knitting machine, a series of holders,
and adapted to move the web-hold 95
plain web-holders, and a series of tension ers engaged
thereby further outward than
ing web-holders, the tensioning web-holders said
withdrawing
cam, and a spring-pressed
having operating butts some of which are cam adapted to advance
with
different from the others, the plain web drawn by said withdrawalweb-holders
cams.
holders having butts different from any of 21. A knitting machine for
arti
the tensioning web-holders, and means for cles of hosiery partly of ribbedmaking
partly 100
operating the web-holders coacting severally of plain fabric, having thereinand
series of
with the different classes of operating butts. needles and means for knitting upon
16. In a knitting machine, a series of in combination with web holders, meansthem,
for
plain web-holders and a series of tensioning causing each of said web holders to coop
web-holders, the tensioning web-holders erate with the needles in use for making 103
having operating butts some of which are
fabric, and means for causing certain
different from the others, the plain web plain
holders of a segment of said web hold
holders having butts different from any of web
to engage the wales of previously
the tensioning web-holders, in combination ers only
courses of the ribbed fabric.
with a web-holder cam-cap having cams con knit
22. A web-holder cam-cap having thereon 0.
45 stantly active on the plain web-holder butts
on a spring mounting above and fixed
and cams capable of adjustment to actuate atocam
the
and adapted to be inserted
or not to actuate one or more of the different into andcam-cap,
withdrawn from contact with the
kinds of butts of the tensioning web-holders. web-holders
by depressing and releasing said
17. In a knitting machine, a series of
50 plain web-holders and a series of tensioning spring mounting.
In a rib knitting machine, in combina
web-holders, the tensioning web-holders tion23.with
two series of coacting needles and
having operating butts Some of which are their carriers,
means for successively enter
different from the others, the plain web ing
into action different segments of the 20
holders
having
butts
different
from
any
of
55 the tensioning web-holders, in combination needles of one of said carriers to begin mak
ing ribbed fabric thereat, and means for
with a web-holder cam-cap having cams making
structure in a preceding
adapted to advance to the same extent all course ofa demarking
the
fabric
on corresponding seg
of the web-holders, a cam for normally with ments only of the series
of needles of the 25
drawing all of the web-holders, and a can
60 movable on the cam cap for abnormally other carrier.
In a rib knitting machine, in combina
withdrawing the tensioning web-holders of 24.with
two series of coacting needles and
one or more different kinds of operating tion
their
carriers,
for successively enter
butts, according to the adjustment of said ing into actionmeans
different segments of the 13
movable cam.
w
18. In a web-holdier mechanism for knit needles of one of Said carriers to begin mak
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ing ribbed fabric thereat, and means for
making tuck stitches on corresponding seg
ments only of the series of needles of the
other carrier.
25. In a knitting machine having yarn
feeding means and needles having uniform
latches requiring to he advanced and re
tracted respectively to clear their loops and
to knit, knitting cams, and means for nor
mally advancing certain recurrent needles at
all times to clear their loops, in combination
with means for causing a segment of the
other needles to receive yarn without being
advanced during one or more courses, and
', means for causing like operation of another
segment of said other needles in another
CO Se Ol' COll'SeS.
26. In a knitting machine, yarn feed
means, a can cylinder, stitch cams for recip
rocal knitting, uniform latch needles, means
to cause recurrent needles to be advanced to
clear their latches, needle dividing means
adapted to be adjusted to cause certain of
the other needles to pass under the leading
stitch cam, and a movable can acting be:
tween said stitch cams for advancing Said
certain needles to take yarn to tuck, in one
position, and permitting said needles to pass
unmoved, in another position.
3:
27. In a knitting machine, yarn feed
means, a cam cylinder, stitch cams for re
ciprocal knitting, uniform latch needles,
means to cause recurrent needles to be ad

vanced to clear their latches, needle dividing
means adapted to be adjusted to cause cer
tain of the other needles to pass under the
leading stitch cam, in combination with a
cam between the stitch-cams, and means for
adjusting said cam to advance said certain
needles to tuck by taking yarn uncleared or
not to actuate them during an idle course or
COUSeS.

28. In a knitting machine, yarn feed
means, a cam cylinder, stitch cams for recip
rocal knitting, latch needles normally trav
eling between stitch cams at tuck position,
means to cause recurrent needles to be ad

5)
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vanced to clear their latches, needle divid
ing means adapted to be adjusted to cause
certain of the other needles to pass under

the leading stitch cam, in combination with
a cam between the stitch-cams and means for
adjusting said cam to advance said certain
needles or not to actuate them and pattern
controlled means for severally positioning
said needle dividing means and adjustable
Cal.
29. In a knitting machine, yarn feed
means, a cam cylinder, stitch cams for recip
rocal knitting, latch needles, means to cause
recurrent needles to be advanced to clear
their latches, dividing means ahead of the
stitch cams adapted to be positioned to cause
a segment of the needles having butts dif
ferentiated from the others to pass under the

5

stitch cams, and pattern-controlled means
for advancing said needles out of reach of
said dividing means.
30. In a knitting machine, yarn feed means,
a cam cylinder, stitch cams for reciprocal 70
knitting, latch needles, means to cause re
current needles to be advanced to clear their
latches, dividing means ahead of the stitch
cams adapted to be positioned to cause a seg
ment of the needles having butts differenti 5
ated from the others to pass under the stitch
cams, means for positioning said dividing
means to act on all of the needles and pattern
controlled means for advancing said needles SO
out of reach of said dividing means.
31. A stocking knitting machine having
two series of needles for ribbed knitting,
means for knitting heels and toes on one of
said series including a segment of long-butt
and a segment of short-butt needles, and
means for predetermining rib-knitting and
plain knitting in the instep and heel seg
ments of arts of the stocking, in combina
tion with means for making tuck stitches c) ght
recurre...t needles respectively of the said
long-butt and short-butt segments in plain
fabric courses preceding the knitting of
ribbed fabric at said segments respectively.
32. In a machine for making partly ribbed
and partly plain fabric, two series of
needles, tucking means comprising in com
bination means for selecting certain needles
among segmental groups of one of the two
series of needles, and causing these needles
to take yarn without casting off the previous 100
course, and pattern controlled devices for
causing said selection and operation to occur
in one or in another of Said, segmental
groups.
33. In a knitting machine having a needle 105
carrier, and needles, a stitch cam and yarn
feed means, the combination of means for
making a selvage by feeding yarn to recur
rent needles and all the needles in succession
including a dividing cam adapted to depress 10
the intervening needles to pass beneath the
stitch cam, with means for causing the
needles so depressed to take yarn for the
purpose of making tuck stitches.
34. In a machine for making partly ribbed 15
and partly plain fabrics, a cylinder, a dial,
needles therein, a series of fins on the dial

in the planes of cylinder needles, and ten
sioning web-holders cooperating with the
cylinder needles adapted to coact with the
fins in the planes of the dial needles for the
purpose of tensioning the ribbed fabric.
35. In a machine for making partly ribbed
and partly plain fabrics, a cylinder, a dial,
needles therein, a series of fins on the dial in
the planes of cylinder needles, and tension
ing web-holders adapted to coact with the
fins in the planes of the dial needles, in com

bination with means for raising and lower

ing the dial.

w
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devices, comprising a single common con
36. In a machine for making partly ribbed ing
nection
to operate these parts
and partly plain fabrics, a cylinder, a dial, Severally adapted
when
moved
to different positions, 30
needles therein, a series of fins on the dial in a pattern mechanism comprising
the planes of cylinder needles, and tension pattern surface, a main patterna primary
surface
ing web-holders adapted to coact with the
at times by means controlled by said
fins in the planes of the dial needles, in com moved
pattern surface, a connection from
bination with means for causing the tension primary
main pattern to said common connection .
ing web-holders to make normal and abnor the
forone
moving
said and
common
connection
times 35
mal movements, and the dial needles to be to
position,
means
coacting atdirectly
O active and inactive respectively.
said primary pattern surface for mov
37. In a rib knitting machine a cylinder with
ing
said
connection at other times
and
dial, two-part needles in the dial, said anothercommon
of its operative positions inde 40
parts each having in one segment of the to
of said main pattern surface.
series needle butts of different length from pendently
39. In a rib knitting machine having a
5 those in another segment, in combination
and dial can cap adapted to be ver
with means for actuating the needle parts dial
adjusted in accordance with changes
adapted to be positioned to act on the butts tically
of
thickness
other changes in the fabric,
of one kind only, the butts of all kinds, or an adjustableand
cam movable vertically on said 45
to be inactive.
cam cap, an operating connection to a rela
20
38. In a knitting machine having a needle tively
part of the machine, and pattern
carrier and needles, a stitch cam, heel and means fixed
for
moving
connection to com
toe mechanism including a switch cam and pensate for differentsaid
of the dial.
pickers, and having needle selecting devices, Signed by me at elevations
New York city, New 50
means
for
controlling
at
different
times
in
25 the operation of knitting a stocking the York, this fifth day of May, 1922.
ROBERT W. SCOTT.
switch cam and pickers and the needle select

